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Psalm 91:5 Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by 
night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; 

Psalm 91:6 Nor for the pestilence that walketh in 
darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth at  
noonday. 

Jesus says: 

The key words in this verse say, “not be afraid”. It’s not 

saying that these terrible or bad things will never    

happen to you or to your friends or loved ones or 

around you at some time, but it’s the fear that needs 

to not take hold. 

Once people are afraid of something, you can then 

control them. Just like an animal being trained, they’ll 

do what their master wants so they don’t get a whack. 

People afraid of being hurt in some way can be         

corralled to go or not go a certain way.  

It’s a tactic the enemy can use to motivate people—

fear. I am always telling My followers not to listen to 

the voice of the enemy, nor heed a feeling of fear in 

times of persecution or in times of troubles. That is like 

listening to the enemy’s voice, picking up on the wrong 

signals and operating according to them. 

Say someone is being directed to reach a certain goal— 

climb a mountain, find a secret hidden treasure, or es-

cape a dangerous land. They have a radio, and are be-

ing talked to. Someone is telling them where to go. 

What if someone else was afraid of them reaching 

their goal and wanted to cause 

them trouble? Let’s call that per-

son the “enemy”, because they 

are trying to interfere and stop 

the person. What if the “enemy” 

had a way to also get messages 

through on the radio, and says 

things that would confuse and 

delay or stop the mission com-

pletely, if         listened to.  

If these bad radio messages had a 

name, “fear” would be one of the 

signals that threatens to throw 

this person off course or hinder 

them reaching the goal. The   

messages might say all kinds of 

things to get the person to fear. 

Or maybe it’s a radio with a video 

playing, and the person sees all kinds of bad images of 

what might happen if he continues.  It’s a tactic to 

bring fear in order to control or to stop him. 

Of course there will be troubles and tribulations and 

hard times, sickness, falls, storms and bad weather as 

this traveller makes his way to his goal. That’s why he’ll 

need to be getting all the right and best signals and  

instructions to help him make his way safely. He 

doesn’t need to, on top of it all, also be getting fear put 

into his mind and heart. 

So, as you go through your life, reaching the goals I 

give you, or even just trying to make it through your 

day happy and safe, without too much damage, you 

need to “not fear.”  You need to be like Paul who said, 

“None of these things move me”. The fear of troubles 

that may happen or even troubles that you are         

experiencing right now might move you to do        

something   unwise. So you need to constantly be 

checking in with Me, the one who can see everything—

not only  everything around you, but all that came   

before and all that will happen in your future. I can and 

will tell you the wisest moves; when to halt, and when 

to go forward; when to rest 

and when to run fast. I know 

what the weather is going to be 

like—that is the mood of the 

world and people around you. 
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I know when you are going to fall—that is make 

blunders and mess things up. I will have all the right 

remedies handy and ready to help you fix things or 

to get healed and have the will to keep on after-

wards. I can see it all, and I know just what you need.  

Just because something bad or difficult seems to be 

happening to you, doesn’t mean you are off the track 

and have fallen into a trap. Sometimes that might 

happen due to your choices. But don’t assume the 

right way will be trouble free. I do allow these things 

to test your confidence in My Words. It’s like a     

contest, like a hurdle to jump over. “Who can make 

it past such-and-such a trouble and not be weary and 

afraid, but still keep listening to Me and make it over 

and around victoriously.”  

Those who have the faith to walk through the      

troubles and listen to Me telling them how to        

survive, or what they are to learn through it, or who 

they are to try to help while enduring it, these are 

the overcomers. These are greatly rewarded. 

Be wise, and don’t just look at all the troubles that 

will continue to surround you and your family. But 

listen carefully to My instructions leading you 

through and around and out of them.  

If someone falls and is hurt by the world’s troubles, 

but they know Me, then they are safe in My arms. 

Even if they didn’t choose My way, still they are    

under My watchful eye and will get what they need.  

Those who are not afraid will do whatever I say to 

do. But those bound with fear will only do what their 

human reactions will allow. But those that trust in 

Me can ask Me to do the impossible for them. They 

can ask for miracles and trust that I can do anything. 

Stay close to Me, so I can shield you, guard you and 

keep you safe. I know you want a very nice and 

pleasant life on Earth, and one day I’ll make it so. But 

for now it’s going to be somewhat turbulent as so 

many have chosen to go the way of the enemy. So 

for now, they are being allowed their rebellious 

deeds.  Troubles will keep coming to them, and to 

others, to give people a chance to stop and think.   

I want things to be bad enough, at times, that      

people, those worthy of saving from the dangers, 

who aren’t altogether wicked, will realise that they 

need Me and will call out to Me.  Sometimes a nice 

peaceful life makes them go their own selfish and 

proud ways and miss getting their ticket to Heaven. 

When I trouble the wicked and the others do get 

touched with some of the hard times and it makes 

them want to call upon God, this is a good thing. I 

just wish they would. I want to be able to say at the 

end of their days, when they see what they missed 

out on, “I really, really tried” and they will be able to 

say “I know; I was foolish not to turn to You; I was 

wrong”. I don’t want people to say, “Why, God,    

didn’t you alert me to the danger I was in               

spiritually?”  

So when I do allow hard times to shake up the    

wicked, and to chastise the righteous to get them 

more fervently serving and following Me, it also 

works as an alarm for the wayward wanderers who 

don’t know what end is up and haven’t yet made up 

their mind. It helps people to call out to Me and thus 

get their name written in Heaven.  

So listen to Me and let Me guide you through the 

troubles.  If you do get a bit hurt, I’ll heal you and  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

make it so that it was good in the end and helped 

you reach your goals faster, or find an extra treasure 

along the way that would have been missed if all had 

gone perfectly nice every day of your life.  


